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Main Line Engines is the twenty-first book of the Railway Series. Dear Friends, Bill and Ben are a shameless pair. I
meant to write about Main Line Engines, and give the twins a treat by letting them into the first story.

Percy plays a trick on Thomas, but later runs into trouble himself. Meanwhile, the quarry has brought a diesel
called Mavis , who is very headstrong and thinks Toby is an old fusspot. Notes First appearance of Mavis and
the only appearance of Sam the Farmer. In "Woolly Bear", Thomas refers to Percy as "a green caterpillar with
red stripes". This insult actually dates back to the book Percy the Small Engine. Awdry had long been unhappy
with C. The last book in the Series to be written by the Rev. W Awdry, and the last one until The events of
this book took place in Tramway Engines had been a struggle for Awdry, and he was finding it harder and
harder to come up with ideas. Although he considered a 27th book, he decided to retire. It would be more than
a decade before there would be any new Railway Series books. He was inspired to write some Railway Series
stories by a visit to the Nene Valley Railway , with encouragement from his father. The publishers were eager
for new books, as the television adaptation was in production at the time, and Christopher Awdry became the
new Railway Series author. All of his books were illustrated by Clive Spong , an illustrator who, it was felt,
could combine technical accuracy with the appealing, colourful style exemplified by C. Christopher Awdry
wrote his first book in , and 13 further books followed between and No books were published between and ;
book This was a source of friction between the Awdry family and the publishers. However, in February ,
unofficial reports from the publishers, Egmont, suggested that there were plans to put the whole series back
into print, in the original format, and that a new Christopher Awdry book called Thomas and Victoria was
expected to be published later in This book, number 41 in the series, was published in September , being the
first Railway Series book to be published in 11 years. Number 42 in the series, called "Thomas and his
Friends", was published in June
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Foreword. Dear Friends, Bill and Ben are a shameless pair. I meant to write about Main Line Engines, and give the twins
a treat by letting them into the first story.

Of these were Black Fives and Stanier 8F locomotives. The remaining 6 were Ivatt 4MT locomotives class.
There were no tank engines anywhere on the network. Of the Black Fives still in existence 47 were withdrawn
in August when steam operation ceased. The last timetable steam hauled passenger service was the 9: It was
hauled by which was based at Lostock Hall. The engine was formerly withdrawn from service on the 8th
August and cut up at Drapers in Hull the following year. Ticket prices had been inflated due to the high
demand to travel on the last BR steam-hauled mainline train. The railtour, on the 11th August , started at
Liverpool Lime Street and was hauled by to Manchester Victoria. For the first part of the return leg and
double-headed the train back to Manchester Victoria. Re-joining the train at Victoria station, then worked the
remainder of the journey back to Liverpool Lime Street. Of the locomotives involved in hauling the special
only has not been preserved. Although was unavailable to take part it was subsequently preserved. After
filming was completed, an enthusiast purchased it, but was unable to find the amount quoted by BR to recover
the engine and re-rail it. So was then sold for scrap to A. The end of steam-hauled trains on British Railways
was a turning point in the history of rail travel in Britain. The BR steam ban was introduced the day after the
railtour, on 12th August This made the Fifteen Guinea Special the last steam-hauled passenger train to be run
by BR on its standard gauge network though BR would continue to operate three steam locomotives on the
narrow gauge Vale of Rheidol line until it was privatised in The only steam locomotive to which the ban did
not apply was Flying Scotsman due to a clause in the contract in when it was purchased from BR in The only
other known exception took place in July when three steam locomotives were permitted to run at an open day
event on a length of track at Cricklewood depot. Preservation A total of locomotives which had carried British
Railways numbers passed to people or organisations who were looking to preserve steam engines. This should
not be taken as meaning that all of them were purchased with the intention of restoring them to working order.
Some have been used as spares or have donated parts to new build projects. Of the 3, locomotives in service at
the end of , 92 avoided being cut up at scrapyards although 32 of them were initially sold by BR for scrap to
Barry.
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This is a gallery subpage for Main Line Engines. This subpage contains all images relating to said article. If there is an
image that belongs on this article, please insert it on this page.

Monday, March 23, RWS Dear Friends, Bill and Ben are a shameless pair. I meant to write about Main Line
Engines, and give the twins a treat by letting them into the first story. Before I knew it they had crept into the
others. They even wanted me to change the book and make it about them! But I have been very firm. I am still
calling it Main Line Engines. That will serve Bill and Ben right for ragging poor Gordon so disgracefully. The
Author The Diseasel Season 2, Episode 21 Bill and Ben find that some trucks they brought in have gone
missing, and believe it was caused by a "diseasel", recalling the notice "coughs and sneezels spread diseasels".
After having their nameplates and numberplates taken away, Bill and Ben find the "diseasel" on a siding, they
harass and confuse him until Edward puts a stop to their games, and the "diseasel" introduces himself as
BoCo. The way the twins tricked BoCo, in my opinion, made more sense on TV because frankly, how could
the points change quickly for them to "circle" BoCo? And people accuse the TV series for points changing to
quickly Even though the stories are of the same quality, the adaptation gets an extra half point because of the
confusion in the original. James butts in and claims that he would make the bees buzz off by blowing smoke at
them. A bit strange that in the adaptation, Duck and BoCo are already friends; you see, Duck was wary around
BoCo considering the events of Duck and the Diesel Engines, but when BoCo convinces Duck otherwise, he
becomes more friendly with him. Same thing with a beehive being carried on a trolley in a public railway
station - who does that, I wonder? In the morning, Bill and Ben see Gordon and argue other how to dispose of
him, much to his horror. When BoCo shows up and sends the twins away, Gordon is grateful and has a
new-found respect for diesels like BoCo. Also, how is Gordon going down the branchline a problem? This is
another great episode with a nice theme at the start. Afterward, he takes them home, but his left crankpin
shears clean off, damaging his splashers and frames. With his crankpins removed and the couplings loosened,
Edward manages to get his passengers home, battered and late, but triumphant. What can I say? When an
engine gets damaged, the driver calls for help; did Edward do the same thing? Like Skarloey and Rheneas,
Edward persevered to get his passengers home despite being crippled, and he gains respect from the others for
his determination and grit. This is tied with Old Iron as my favorite Edward story as well as my other favorite
season two episode overall. No wonder Bill and Ben crept their way into the other stories! Weirdly, in Wrong
Road, Thomas is drawn with his running plate curved at the front. How could the Edwards get it wrong even if
it was his only appearance in the book?! However, we got five more books to cover, and two more railways to
learn about. The Three Railway Engines: Thomas the Tank Engine: James the Red Engine: Tank Engine
Thomas Again: Henry the Green Engine: Toby the Tram Engine: Gordon the Big Engine: Edward the Blue
Engine: Percy the Small Engine: The Eight Famous Engines: Duck and the Diesel Engine: The Little Old
Engine:
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Let's play Spot the Difference between the Thomas and Friends episodes "The Diseasel", "Buzz, Buzz", "Wrong Road"
& "Edward's Exploit" and the original book these stories were adapted from.

Awdry This locomotive has had perhaps one of the most colourful histories of any in the fleet. It is said that he
was built in the early 20s by a rival of Sir Nigel Gresley. Apparently, this theft was somewhat of a blunder
because the thief took drawings which were for a slightly earlier proposal of a engine that was never built.
When Henry was initially tested, the reason why his design was never built by Gresley became very apparent.
His firebox was far too small, meaning anything but the very best coal would not burn well and create enough
heat. This lead to Henry being a very poor steamer. Not so long after, this Sir Topham Hatt came looking for a
new steam engine to tide over his motive power crisis. To this day it is unclear as to why Henry was sent
instead, and why indeed the Fat Controller simply did not return him. Of course this meant by the time Hatt
wanted to return the locomotive, it was not to the small railway he had bought it from, instead to the LNER
who would have had no knowledge of the sale and therefore not accept such a poor locomotive back to them.
So Hatt was left with the deplorable Henry. After many experiments and replacement parts he showed little to
know improvement. As a last effort to make Henry perform, the NWR bought in specially some expensive but
high quality welsh coal. It was found he was a rather capable machine and remained in service with his own
supply of best welsh coal. Despite this small success. Henry was still a very expensive machine and Hatt
would have preferred to have him completely rebuilt or replaced; but with no motive power to directly replace
No. The nature of the rebuild remains shrouded in mystery, but what emerged from the works was a Stanier
class 5 locomotive, a world apart from the locomotive that went in. How much of the original Henry was used
is up for debate but one thing is for sure: Henry emerged with a Stanier gallon tender, but this was quickly
substituted for a Fowler tender to the same design as NWR No. The reasons are unclear but it is widely
believed this was the first form of mechanical standardisation on Sodor. Since being rebuilt, Henry has been
one of the top performers of the fleet, and more than lives up to the reputation of his many classmates on the
mainland. The recent years for Henry have been rather hectic. He was never quite the same since, and it all
came to a head when he was suffered a collision with Pegasus, which damaged his buffer beam and brake pipe
ERS He was removed from service and taken to the Works, where he was given a much-needed overhaul â€”
this resulted in a year-long spell in the Workshops where almost everything, from his boiler frames to his
wheel arrangements, were completely replaced. The two engines then proceeded to run the remaining railtours
together until Arturo returned home on the Mainland, leaving Henry to continue his sterling work as a true
stalwart in the NWR history books. For this reason Awdry wrote in his accident and had him rebuilt into a
Stanier 5MT. They remained popular up until the end of steam being among the last surivors in British Rail.
As such he has seen it all, done it all and has become irreplaceable in the eyes of many. Gordon knows his
position well, and feels it deeply. This can cause him to become arrogant or aloof, but he is wiser beyond even
his own considerable years and always strives to provide the best top link express service on Sodor. In the end
though, his kind and experienced personality will win out and he has become a friend of almost every
locomotive he has met.
Chapter 5 : MainLine Engines
Main Line Engines -- thanks for visiting our site, this is images about main line engines posted by Alice Ferreira in Main
category on Nov 07, You can also find other images like images wiring diagram, images parts diagram, images
replacement parts, images electrical diagram, images repair manuals, images engine diagram, images engine.

Chapter 6 : Steam on The Main Line â€“ The End of Steam on BR â€“ Preserved British Steam Locomotive
Wilbert Vere Awdry, OBE, better known as the Rev. W. Awdry, was an English clergyman, railway enthusiast and
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children's author, and creator of Thomas the Tank Engine, who starred in Awdry's acclaimed Railway Series.

Chapter 7 : Mainline Steam Heritage Trust - Wikipedia
Main Line Engines is the 21st book of the Railway Series. Dear Friends, Main Line Engines is the 21st book of the
Railway Series. Dear Friends.

Chapter 8 : Main Line Engines - W. Awdry - Google Books
Hullo there chaps! Did you miss me? After the lovely response I've recieved with 'It's A Dog's Life', I wanted to do a
Thomas series. Of course it takes a lo.

Chapter 9 : Main Line Engines | Awdry's Railway Series Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The North Western Main Line travels from Barrow westward to Tidmouth through southern Sodor. It is approximately 80
miles long. The main line starts from the English town of Barrow-in-Furness.
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